Ideal Questions You Should Ask an Employer in an Interview:

At the end of an interview, you will be given the opportunity to ask your own questions about the company, the position and the overall work environment. Coming prepared with questions will also show your interest and investment in the position and what it has to offer.

**Company Culture:**

- What unique factors would you say set your company apart from others?
- What is the overall mission of this company? What are your values and philosophies?
- How are decisions made within the organization/department?
- What opportunities exist internally for advancement or change of position?
- What is the outlook for this field/organization regarding growth, advancement or upcoming changes in general?

**Job Expectations:**

- What does an average day look like for the person in this position?
- What are your expectations of the person in this position?
- Is there any travel required for this job? If so, how much?
- What is the typical dress code for this particular work environment?
- Does this position supervise others? If so, how many?
- How frequently is this position evaluated?
- What do you expect me to accomplish in the first 90 days?

**Satisfaction Level:**

- What do you enjoy most about your job here?
- What attracted you to this organization/company in particular?